






'OLD  PARTICLE  NANOCLUSTERS  AS  SUPPORTED  CATALYSTS  WERE 
ANALYZED  BY  EXTENDED  8RAY  ABSORPTION  ½NE  STRUCTURE  8
RAY DIFFRACTION AND 803  IN ORDER  TO DET  THEIR  LOCAL GLOBAL 
AND ELECTRONIC  STRUCTURE . !LDEA  0 -ARGINEAN 6  2EDNIC 
3  0INTEA " "ARZ ! 'LUHOI  " .IEUWENHUYS 9 8IE  & !LDEA 
- .EUMANN  FROM  THE  .ATIONAL  )NSTITUTE  FOR  2ESEARCH  AND 
$EVELOPMENT  OF  )SOTOPIC  AND  -OLECULAR  4ECHNOLOGIES 
2OMANIA *OURNAL OF /PTOELECTRONICS AND !DVANCED -ATERIALS 




SIZE  AND  THE MICROSTRAIN  PARAMETERS  OF  THE  SUPPORTED !U 
NANOCLUSTERS  WERE  DETECTED  BY  8RAY  DIFFRACTION  METHOD 
BASED  ON  THE  &OURIER  TRANSFORM  OF  THE  EXPTL  8RAY  LINE 
PRO½LES 
4HE  GLOBAL  STRUCTURE  IS  OBTAINED  WITH  A  ½TTING  METHOD 
USING  OF  THE  GENERALIZED  &ERMI  FUNCTION  FACILITIES  FOR  THE 
APPROXIMATION  TECHNIQUE  4HE  STRONG  INTERACTION  BETWEEN 
THE METAL NANOCLUSTERS AND OXIDE SUPPORTS  INDUCES A GREAT 
CHANGE  IN  THE  LOCAL  AND  GLOBAL  MICROSTRUCTURES  OF  THE 
CATALYSTS MODIFYING AT THE SAME TIME THE CHEMISORPTIONS AND 
CATALYTIC  PROCESSES  THAT  OCCUR  AT  THE  !USUPPORT  INTERFACE 
4HE  FOLLOWING  CATALYST  SAMPLES  WERE  INVESTIGATED  !U:N/
-G/!L/ !U#U/!L/ AND !U,I/#E/ !L/ 4HE 803 





4HE  ELECTRONIC  PROPERTIES  OF  GOLD  NANOPARTICLES  SUPPORTED 
ON  DIFFERENT  SUPPORTS  WERE  STUDIED  WITH  8RAY  ABSORPTION 
½NE STRUCTURE 8!&3	 : 2 ,I 7 9AN 3 7EI FROM THE .ATIONAL 
3YNCHROTRON  2ADIATION  ,AB  5NIVERSITY  OF  3CIENCE  AND 
4ECHNOLOGY OF #HINA (EFEI    0EOP  2EP #HINA !)0 
#ONFERENCE  0ROCEEDINGS    82AY  !BSORPTION  &INE 
3TRUCTURE  8!&3	    )T  WAS  FOUND  THAT  THE  TUNABILITY 
OF  THE DELECTRON DISTRIBUTION  IN  THE NANOSIZED !U CLUSTERS 
CAN  BE  REALIZED  BY  SELECTIVE  SUPPORTING  4HE  !U  ATOMS  IN 
THE CLUSTERS GAIN D ELECTRONS WHEN SUPPORTED ON 3I/ AND 
LOSE D ELECTRONS WHEN  LOADED OVER -G/ !L/  AND 4I/ 
#ONTRACTIONS  IN  BOND  LENGTHS  OF  BETWEEN    AND   
FROM BULK METAL VALUES WERE OBSERVEDFROM %8!&3 DATA 4HIS 
WORK DEMONSTRATES THAT THE  IMPORTANT ROLE OF THE DIFFERENT 











#HEMICAL  3OCIETY  $IVISION  OF  0ETROLEUM  #HEMISTRY   
	  ! DUAL SITE ,ANGMUIR(INSHELWOOD KINETIC MODEL 
WAS ABLE TO DESCRIBE THE REACTION WELL 4HE KINETIC PARAMETERS 





4HIS  ELECTRODE  CATALYST  FOR  A  POLYMER  ELECTROLYTE  FUEL  CELL 
DOES NOT SUFFER DETERIORATION OF CATALYTIC ACTIVITY DUE TO #/ 
0REPARATION  %NTAILS  THE  STEPS  OF  PULVERIZING  AND  PURIFYING 






FROM  THE  )NDUSTRY!CADEMY #OOPERATION #ROPS OF  3UNCHON 











5NIV  +ATSURA  .ISHIKYOKU  +YOTO  *APAN  %LECTROCHEMISTRY 
4OKYO  *APAN	    	    82$  REVEALED  THAT  !U 
NANOPARTICLES  HAD  A  DIAMETER  OFAPPROXIMATELY    NM  AND 
803  REVEALED  THAT  !U  NANOPARTICLES  DEPOSITED  ON  0T3N# 
AND  0T# WERE  IN  THE  ZEROOXIDATION  STATE  %LECTROCHEMICAL 
MEASUREMENTS  PERFORMED  IN  AN  AQUEOUS  SOLUTION  OF    - 
(#L/ AND  - -E/( DEMONSTRATED THAT THE ADDITION OF !U 
NANOPARTICLES  TO  THE  0T3N#  CATALYST  GAVE  HIGHER  CATALYTIC 
ACTIVITIES  FOR -E/( OXIDATION  THAN  0T3N#  CATALYST WITHOUT 
'OLD "ULLETIN    
'OLD "ULLETIN    








REDUCTION  WITH  3N))	  WERE  FOUND  TO  BE  ELECTROCATALYSTS  FOR 
HYDRAZINE  BOROHYDRIDE  AND  DIMETHYLAMINE  BORANE  $-!"	 
OXIDATION IN ALK SOLUTIONS , 4AMASIUNAITE 2 4AROZAITE ! 6ASKELIS 
FROM THE  )NSTITUTE OF #HEMISTRY 6ILNIUS  ,4  ,ITHUANIA 
#HEMIJA  	  4HE ACTIVITY OF !U PARTICLES FORMED 
IN ACIDIC AND ALK SOLUTIONS DOES NOT DIFFER SIGNI½CANTLY EXCEPT 










FROM  SINTERING  IN  HIGHTEMPERATURE  ENVIRONMENTS  )N  THIS 
WORK 4HE AUTHORS REPORT ON A NOVEL DESIGN OF GOLD CATALYSTS 
IN WHICH PREFORMED !U4I/ CATALYSTS WERE POST DECORATED 
BY  AMORPHOUS  3I/  TO  SUPPRESS  THE  AGGLOMERATION  OF  GOLD 
PARTICLES  (  :HU  : -A  3  /VERBURY  3  $AI  3HENG  FROM  THE 
#HEMICAL  3CIENCES  $IVISION  AND  #ENTER  FOR  .ANOPHASE 
-ATERIALS  3CIENCES/AK  2IDGE  .ATIONAL  ,ABORATORY  /AK 
2IDGE  4.    53!  #ATALYSIS  ,ETTERS    	 
  %VEN AFTER BEING AGED  IN /(E AT  DEGREE #  THE 
























SYNTHESIS  USING  TETRAETHYLAMMONIUM  HYDROXIDE  4%!/(	 
AS  THE  STRUCTURE  DIRECTOR  :  :HONG  *  (O  *  4EO  3  3HEN 
! 'EDANKENFROM THE )NSTITUTE OF #HEMICAL AND %NGINEERING 
3CIENCES  *URONG  )SLAND    3INGAPORE  #HEMISTRY 
OF -ATERIALS  	  4HE ASPREPARED &E//(	 
  WAS  CONVERTED  TO  POROUS  ALPHA&E/  NANORODS  VIA 
CALCINATION  AT    DEGREE#  4HE  ALPHA&E/  NANORODS 
HAVE A PORE SIZE DISTRIBUTION IN THE RANGE OF  NM WHICH 
IS  IDEAL  TO  HOUSE  VERY  SMALL  GOLD  !U	  PARTICLES  ,ATER  BY 
EMPLOYING  OUR  INVENTED  !U  COLLOIDMETHOD  IN  WHICH 
LYSINE  WAS  USED  AS  THE  CAPPING  REAGENT  AND  SONICATION 
WAS EMPLOYED TO FACILITATE THE DEPOSITION OF THE !U PARTICLES 
WE  INSERTED  VERY  SMALL  !U  PARTICLES  INTO  THESE  PORES 
4HE  PREPARED !UALPHA&E/  NANOROD  CATALYST  EXHIBITED 





'OLD  NANOPARTICLES  ON  A  POLYSACCHARIDEBASED  SUPPORT 
CHITOSAN	 WERE  FOUND  TO CATALYZE WITH  VERY HIGH  YIELDS  THE 
REGIOSELECTIVE  HYDROAMINATION  OF  TERMINAL  ALKYNES  WITHOUT 
THE  NEED  FOR  ACID  PROMOTERS  AND  INERT  ATM  !  #ORMA  0 
#ONCEPCION  )  $OMINGUEZ  6  &ORNE  -  *  3ABATER  )NSTITUTO 
DE 4ECNOLOGIA 1UIMICA 506#3)# 5NIVERSIDAD 0OLITECNICA DE 
6ALENCIA 6ALENCIA  3PAIN *OURNAL OF #ATALYSIS 	 
	    4HE  METALSUPPORT  INTERACTIONS  WERE  STUDIED 









4HIS  WORK  REPORTS  ON  THE  HYDROGEN  INTERACTION  WITH  A   
WT    !U#E:R/  !U#:	  CATALYST  PREPARED  BY 
DEPOSITIONPPTN  3  %  #OLLINS  * - #IES%  DEL  2IO -  ,OPEZ
(ARO  3  4RASOBARES  *  *  #ALVINO  *  -  0INTADO  3  "ERNAL 
FROM  THE  $EPARTAMENTO  DE  #IENCIA  DE  LOS  -ATERIALES 
)NGENIERIA  -ETALURGICA  Y  1UIMICA  )NORGANICA  &ACULTAD 
DE  #IENCIAS  5NIVERSIDAD  DE  #ADIZ  0UERTO  2EAL  % 
3PAIN  *OURNAL  OF  0HYSICAL  #HEMISTRY  #    	 
 !S DEDUCED FROM 8RAY POWDER DIFFRACTION ELECTRON 
MICROSCOPY  SCANNING  TRANSMISSION  ELECTRON  MICROSCOPY





"Y  COMBINING  &4)2  SPECTROSCOPY  AND  VOLUMETRIC 
CHEMISORPTION STUDIES IT IS SHOWN THAT UPON TREATING THE !U
#:  CATALYST WITH    4ORR  OF  (  AT  ROOM  TEMPERATURE  A  FAST 
AND VERY INTENSE SPILLOVER EFFECT OCCURS !S DETECTED FROM THE 




SIGNI½CANT  SUPPORT  REDUCTION  WITH  INHERENT  APPEARANCE  OF 
#E SPECIES
-OREOVER  THE  SIMULTANEOUS  GROWTH  OF  THE  )2  BAND  AT 
 CM DUE TO MOL WATER  STRONGLY  SUGGESTS  THAT EVEN 
AT  ROOM  TEMPERATURE  OXYGEN  VACANCIES  ARE  ALSO  FORMED 
!DDITIONAL  &4)2  SPECTROSCOPY  STUDIES  HAVE  SHOWN  THAT 








4HE  COMMERCIALLY  AVAILABLE  4I/PHOTOCATALYST  $EGUSSA 
0	  WAS  MODI½ED  WITH  NANOSIZED  GOLD  PARTICLES  BY  THE 
PHOTOREDUCTION  METHOD  AT  FOUR  DIFFERENT  VALUES  OF  THE 
P(  FACTOR  OF  THE  MEDIUM  4HE  CHARACTERIZATION  OF  THE 
SYNTHESIZED  CATALYSTS WAS  CARRIED OUT  BY  THE  "%4 METHOD 
803  4%-  AND  THE  ADSORPTION  OF  THE  MODEL  POLLUTANT  6 
)LIEV $ 4OMOVA , "ILYARSKA ' 4YULIEV  )NSTITUTE OF #ATALYSIS 
"ULGARIAN !CADEMY OF 3CIENCES 3O½A  "ULGARIA *OURNAL 
OF  -OLECULAR  #ATALYSIS  !  #HEMICAL    	   
!  REMARKABLE  IN¾UENCE  OF  THE  P(  ON  THE  PARTICLE  SIZE  OF 
!U WAS  REGISTERED  UPON  INVESTIGATING  THE  CATALYSTS  BY  803 
AND  4%-  METHODS  4HE  SIZE  OF  THE  GOLD  NANOPARTICLES 
ON  THE  4I/  SURFACE  DECREASES  WITH  INCREASE  IN  THE  P(  OF 
THE MEDIUM 
4HE DEGRADATION OF OXALIC ACID HAS BEEN STUDIED IN AQUEOUS 
SOLUTION  PHOTOCATALYZED  BY  BANDGAPIRRADIATED  4I/ 
MODI½ED WITH  NANOSIZED  GOLD  PARTICLES  4HE  PHOTOCATALYTIC 
ACTIVITY  OF  4I/ MODI½ED WITH  GOLD WAS  FOUND  TO  INCREASE 
WITH  THE DECREASE OF  THE  SIZE OF  THE GOLD NANOPARTICLES ON 
THE SURFACE OF THE PHOTOCATALYTIC MATERIAL 4HE MAXIMAL VALUE 
OF THE PHOTOCATALYTIC ACTIVITY  TWICE HIGHER THAN THAT OF THE 
SEMICONDUCTING  SUPPORT	  IS  REGISTERED  IN  THE  CASE  OF  GOLD 
PHOTOREDUCTION  AT  P(    4HE  ADSORPTION  PROPERTIES  OF  THE 
CATALYSTS AS WELL AS THE SIZE OF THE NOBLE METAL NANOPARTICLES 
ON THE SURFACE OF THE SUPPORT IN¾UENCE THE EF½CIENCY OF THE 
PHOTOCATALYTIC  PROCESS  4HE  REACTION  RATE  OF  PHOTOCATALYTIC 




BARRIERS ON  THE METALSEMICONDUCTOR  INTERFACE WHICH  SERVE 










IT  IS  ASSUMED  THAT  IN  THE BUFFER  THERE OCCURS  THE  REDUCTION 




2USSIAN  *OURNAL  OF  %LECTROCHEMISTRY   	    )N  THE 
PRESENCE  OF  DIPYRIDYL  THERE  OCCURS  THE  REDUCTION  OF 
COMPLEX  ;!U)))	DIPYRIDYL= 4HE  REDUCTION OF !U)))	  IN  THE 
PRESENCE  OF  NAPHTHOL  IS  REALIZED  IN  THE  COMPOSITION  OF 
COMPLEX ;!U)))	TRISNAPHTHOL= 
4HE  HAMPERING  OF  THE  ELECTRODE  PROCESS  OF  THE  !U)))	 
REDUCTION  IN  THE  PRESENCE  OF  NAPHTHOL  IS  CAUSED  BY  THE 
ADSORPTION  OF  THE  ;TRISNAPHTHOL=  ASSOCS  AT  THE  ELECTRODE 
SURFACE 4HE PRESENCE OF !U)))	 DOES NOT EXERT ANY IN¾UENCE 
ON THE PROCESS OF ELECTROREDUCTION OF RIBO¾AVIN 4HE OBTAINED 
RESULTS  MAKE  IT  POSSIBLE  TO  PRESUME  THAT  THE  RESISTANCE  OF 
GOLDACCUMULATING  CELLS  -ICROCOCCUS  LUTEUS  TOWARD  TOXIC 
COMPOUNDS THAT ARE INHIBITORS OF THE RESPIRATORY CHAIN SUCH 
AS  DIPYRIDYL  AND  NAPHTHOL  IS  CAUSED  BY  THEIR  BINDING 








7  #  +ETCHIE9,  &ANG -  3 7ONG - -URAYAMA  2  *  $AVIS 
FROM  THE $EPARTMENT  OF  #HEMICAL  %NGINEERING  5NIVERSITY 
OF  6IRGINIA  #HARLOTTESVILLE  6!    53!  *OURNAL 




AND   S  RESP 4HE OBSERVEDRATE OF PEROXIDE  FORMATION 




GIVING A 4/& OF   S AT P(  AND  THE  LARGER PARTICLES 
AND  BULK  !U  NEARLY  AN  ORDER  OF  MAGNITUDE  LESS  ACTIVE 
(OWEVER  LARGE !U PARTICLES   NM	 WERE MORE  SELECTIVE 
TO  GLYCERIC  ACID  4HE  LOWER  SELECTIVITY  OF  SMALL  !U 










0  (AIDER*$  'RUNWALDT  2  3EIDEL  !  "AIKER  $EPARTMENT  OF 
#HEMISTRY  AND  !PPLIED  "IOSCIENCES  )NSTITUTE  FOR  #HEMICAL 
AND "IOENGINEERING (#) %4( :UERICH (OENGGERBERG :URICH 
#( 3WITZ  *OURNAL OF #ATALYSIS  	  4HE 
CATALYSTS  INCLUDE  I	  !U	#U-G!L/X  II	  !U	
-G!L/X  III	  !U	#E/  AND  IV	  A  COPPERDOPED 
ANALOG  !U	#U/#E/    #U/	  4HE  8!.%3  AND 
%8!&3 DATA WERE COLLECTED MAINLY IN THE ¾UORESCENCE MODE 
3IMULTANEOUS  DETECTION  OF  THE  STRUCTURE  8!.%3	  AND  THE 
ACTIVITY OF THE CATALYSTS  IN THE CONTINUOUS¾OW MICROREACTOR 
WAS ACHIEVED BY MONITORING THE OXIDATION STATE USING 8!.%3 
AND  THE  CHARACTERISTIC  CARBONYL  VIBRATION  OF  THE  PRODUCT 
ACETOPHENONE  USING  AN  )2  SPECTROMETER  EQUIPPED  WITH  A 
TRANSMISSION CELL 
4HE  !U#U-G!L/X  CATALYST  SHOWED  A  SMALL  INCREASE 
OF CONVERSION WITH TIME ON STREAM ACCOMPANIED BY A SLIGHT 
DECREASE OF !U CONTENT &OR !U-G!L/X AND !U#U/#E/ 
A  DECREASE  ACCOMPANIED  BY  INCREASED  CATALYTIC  ACTIVITY 
WERE  OBSERVED  4HE  METALLIC  !U  IS  THE  MAIN  ACTIVE  SPECIES 
IN  CATALYTIC  AEROBIC  ALC  OXIDATION  )N  CONTRAST  A  DECREASE 
IN  PRODUCT  FORMATION  RATE  WAS  OBSERVEDFOR  !U#E/  WITH 
ONGOING  REDUCTION  2ESULTS  OBTAINED  FROM  FACTOR  ANALYSIS 
INDICATE  THAT  THE  DECREASE  IN  ACTIVITY  OF  THE  !U#E/  WITH 
TIME  ON  STREAM  DOES  NOT  CORRELATE  WITH  THE  MUCH  FASTER 
REDUCTION OF THE CATALYST AND THUS CANNOT BE ATTRIBUTED TO THE 
INCREASING FRACTION OF !U SPECIES 4HIS ½NDING CORROBORATES 
THE  IMPORTANCE  OF  RECORDING  8!.%3  SPECTRA  FOR  STRUCTURAL 






3OME  PROTOTYPES  OF  PHOTOLITHOGBUILT  ARRAYS  OF  GOLD 
ULTRAMICROELECTRODES  5-%!S	  HAVE  BEEN  %LECTROCHEMICAL 
CHARACTERIZED  AND  COMPARED WITH  A  NORMALSIZE  ELECTRODE 
/ 'ONZALEZ'ARCIA # !RINO  * - $IAZ#RUZ - %STEBAN FROM 
THE $EPARTMENT DE 1UIMICA !NALITICA &ACULTAT DE 1UIMICA 
5NIVERSITAT  DE  "ARCELONA  5"	  "ARCELONA  %  3PAIN 
%LECTROANALYSIS  	  4HE ACHIEVEMENT OF STEADY
STATE  CONDITIONS  EFFECTS  OF  SUPPORTING  ELECTROLYTE  AND  THE 



















#ORROSION  RELATED  TO  THICKNESS  REDUCTION  .EWLY  DEVELOPED 
PROCESSES WILL BE HIGHLIGHTED AND THEIR FEATURES AND BENE½TS 










"IOLOGY  OF  -INISTRY  OF  %DUCATION  #OLLEGE  OF  #HEMISTRY 
#ENTRAL  #HINA  .ORMAL  5NIVERSITY  7UHAN    0EOP 
2EP  #HINA  #HEMISTRY  OF -ATERIALS   	    )N 
THE CATHODIC POTENTIAL SCAN :N WAS ST ELECTRODEPOSITED ON 
THE !U ELECTRODE SURFACE AND !U:N ALLOY WAS THEN DIRECTLY 
FORMED  ON  THE  SURFACE  UNDER  AN  ELEVATED  TEMPERATURE  )N 
THE SUBSEQUENT ANODIC POTENTIAL SCAN DEALLOYING OF :N TOOK 
PLACE RESULTING IN A NANOSTRUCTURED !U ½LM !LSO :N WAS THEN 
ELECTRODEPOSITED  ONTO  THE  POROUS  !U  SURFACE  AND  A  !U:N 
ALLOY WAS FORMED AT THE SAME TIME 




%LECTROCHEMICAL  ACTIVITY  OF  THE  .0'&  ELECTRODE WAS MUCH 
HIGHER  THAN  THAT  OF  THE  POLISHED  !U  ELECTRODE  0ROBABLY 
THE  RESULTING  .0'&  ELECTRODE  IS  PROMISING  IN  THE  ½ELDS  OF 
CATALYSIS SENSORS -EANWHILE THIS MULTICYCLIC %LECTROCHEMICAL 




4HE  EFFECTS  DERIVED  FROM  THE  GROWTH  OF  3I/  SHELLS  ON  THE 
OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF SUBMICROMETER !U SPHERES WERE STUDIED 
AS  A  FUNCTION  OF  SHELL  THICKNESS  *  2ODRIGUEZ&ERNANDEZ  ) 
0ASTORIZA3ANTOS* 0EREZ*USTE& 'ARCIA DE !BAJO, ,IZ-ARZAN 
'OLD "ULLETIN    
FROM  THE  $EPARTAMENTO  DE  1UIMICA  &ISICA  AND  5NIDAD 
!SOCIADA  #3)#  5NIVERSIDADE  DE  6IGO  6IGO    3PAIN 
*OURNAL  OF  0HYSICAL  #HEMISTRY #   	    4HE 
DIPOLE  PLASMON  RESONANCE MODE  OF  THESE  LARGE  SPHERES  IS 
SIGNI½CANTLY MORE SENSITIVE TO CHANGES IN THE MEDIUM REFRACTIVE 
INDEX THAN THE QUADRUPOLAR MODE IN AGREEMENT WITH THEOR 
MODELING  BASED  ON  THE  BOUNDARY  ELEMENT  METHOD  "%-	 






   'OLD.ANOPARTICLE$OPED  4I/  3EMICONDUCTOR 
4HIN &ILMS /PTICAL #HARACTERIZATION
!  SIMPLE  PROCEDURE  FOR  CREATING  TITANIA  SOLGELBASED 
SEMICONDUCTOR  THIN  ½LMS  IS  DESCRIBED  $  "USO  *  0ACI½CO 
!  -ARTUCCI  0  -ULVANEY  3CHOOL  OF  #HEMISTRY  5NIVERSITY 
OF  -ELBOURNE  0ARKVILLE  6)#    !USTRALIA  !DVANCED 
&UNCTIONAL  -ATERIALS    	    'OLD  NANOPARTICLES 
ARE DOPED HOMOGENEOUSLY INTO THE PRECURSOR MIXT AND THE 
PARTICLES ARE HOMOGENEOUSLY DISTRIBUTED IN THE RESULTANT ½LMS 
WHEN  PREPARED  USING  SPINCOATING  4HE  EFFECTS  OF  PARTICLE 
LOADING AND ANNEALING TEMPERATURE ON THE OPTICAL PROPERTIES 
OF  THE  RESULTANT  ½LMS  WERE  CHARACTERIZED  %LLIPSOMETRY  X
















(IGH  CONTENTS  OF  GOLD  AND  SILVER  IN  COPPER  MATTE  WERE 




  4HE  PERCENTAGE  RECOVERY  WAS  BETWEEN   
4HE  METHOD  MET  DETECTION  DEMAND  OF  GOLD  AND  SILVER  IN 
COPPER MATTE 
  #HRYSOTYPE 0HOTOGRAPHY IN .ANOPARTICLE 'OLD




HIS  INNOVATIVE  ³CHRYSOTYPE´  PROCESS  WAS  SOON  CONSIGNED  TO 
OBSCURITY OWING TO  ITS EXPENSE AND UNCERTAIN CHEM  )N  THE 
S SOME MODERN COORDINATION CHEM OF GOLD WAS APPLIED 
TO OVERCOME THE INHERENT PROBLEMS ENABLING AN ECONOMIC 
CONTROLLABLE  GOLDPRINTING  PROCESS  OF  HIGH  QUALITY  WHICH 







3OWING  SEEDS  TO  GROW  NANOWIRES  IS  AN  APPROACH  FOR  THE 
FABRICATION  OF  SURFACECON½NED  GOLD  NANOSTRUCTURES  FOR 
ELECTRONIC  AND  PLASMONIC  APPLICATIONS 7+  ,EE  3  #HEN  ! 
#HILKOTI 3 :AUSCHER $EPARTMENT OF -ECHANICAL %NGINEERING 
AND -ATERIALS 3CIENCE $UKE 5NIVERSITY $URHAM .#  
53!  3MALL   	   #LUSTERS OF GOLD  ATOMS  SEEDS	 
ARE DEPOSITED DURING NANOSTRUCTURE PATTERNING BY ELEC½ELD

















%XTENDED  (UCKEL  4HEORY  %(4	  CALCNS  COMBINED  WITH 
$&4  CALCULATIONS  AS  WELL  AS  A  CARBON  MONOXIDE  #/	 
CHEMISORPTION MODEL ARE COMBINED TO DEVELOP A RELATIONSHIP 
BETWEEN  METAL  PARTICLE  SIZE  AND  THE  PARTICLE´S  REACTIVITY 
TOWARDS #/ &OR GOLD IT IS SHOWN THAT WHILE THE CONTRIBUTION 
OF  THE  DBAND  HYBRIDIZATION  ENERGY  TO  THE  TOTAL  #/ 
CHEMISORPTION  ENERGY  IS  UNFAVORABLE  FOR  BULK  GOLD  THIS  IS 
NOT TRUE FOR GOLD PARTICLES BELOW  NM 4HAT IS THE DBAND 









CITRATE  SOLUTION WITH  THE  POROUS  ANODIC  '  3HAO  8  :HANG" 
,IU9  (UANG:  $U  +EY  ,ABORATORY  FOR  3PECIAL  &UNCTIONAL 
-ATERIALS  (ENAN  5NIVERSITY  +AIFENG    0EOP  2EP 
#HINA 8IANDAI (UAGONG  	  !L/ AS TEMPLATES 
BASED  ON  A  SOLGEL  METHOD  !U  NANOTUBES  AND  NANOWIRES 
COULD  BE  OBTAINED  BY  CONTROLLING  THE  CONCENTRATION  OF  THE 
!U  SOL  AND  THE  IMMERSING  TIME OF  THE  TEMPLATE  IN  THE  SOL 
4HE MORPHOLOGY  AND  STRUCTURE  OF  THE  GOLD MATERIALS  WERE 
CHARACTERIZED  BY  3%-  4%-  3!%$  AND  82$  THEIR  DIAMETER 





4HE  AUTHORS  DEMONSTRATED  THROUGH  ELECTRON  MICROSCOPIC 
CHARACTERIZATIONS  THAT  THE  SEMIHEXAGONAL  !U  NANOPARTICLE 
ARRAYS  SUPPORTED  ON  SOLID  SURFACES  PREPARED  BY  A  POLYMER 
TEMPLATE  APPROACH  COULD  BE  ENLARGED  UNIFORMLY  BY  USING 
A  SOLUTIONBASED  SEEDMEDIATED  GROWTH  3  +UMAR  (  9ANG 
3  :OU  $EPARTMENT  OF  #HEMISTRY  AND  "IOCHEMISTRY  -IAMI 
5NIVERSITY  /XFORD  /(    53!  *OURNAL  OF  0HYSICAL 
#HEMISTRY  #    	    4HE  SEMIHEXAGONAL 
PARTICLE ARRANGEMENT  IS  LARGELY RETAINED AFTER THE GROWTH AS 
EVIDENT  BY  THE  SIMILAR  &OURIER  TRANSFORM  PATTERNS  OBTAINED 
















"  #HEMISTRY    	    #UBIC  AND  SPHERICAL  GOLD 
NANOPARTICLES  WERE  OBTAINED  RESP  )N  PARTICULARLY  THE  !U 
CUBES  WERE  HIGHLY  MONODISPERSE  IN    NM  DIAMETER  4HE 
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS  INVOLVE  THE  PREPARATION  OF  !U  SEED 
PARTICLES  AND  THE  SUBSEQUENT  ADDITION  OF  AN  APPROPRIATE 
QUANTITY OF !U SEED SOLUTION TO THE AQUEOUS GROWTH SOLUTIONS 
CONTAINING DESIRED QUANTITIES OF #4!" AND ASCORBIC ACID !!	 
(ERE  !!  IS  A  WEAK  REDUCING  AGENT  AND  #4!"  IS  NOT 
ONLY  A  STABLE  AGENT  FOR  NANOPARTICLES  BUT  ALSO  AN  INDUCTIVE 
AGENT  FOR  LEADING  INCREASE  IN  THE  FACE  OF  NANOPARTICLE  56 
VISIBLE  SPECTROSCOPY  XRAY  DIFFRACTION  AND  4%-  WERE  USED 





"Y  LOWERING  THE  REACTION  TEMPERATURE  DURING  METAL  ION 
REDUCTION  IN  A  REVERSE  MICELLE  SYSTEM  GOLD  NANOPARTICLE 
SIZE  CAN  BE  SUBTLY  TUNED  FROM    TO    NM  IN  DIAMETER 












GOLD  NANOPARTICLES  WERE  SYNTHESIZED  BY  THE  PHOTOCHEM 
REDUCTION UNDER THE 56 SOLAR RADIATION ON PLATEAU ( 7U 3 
$ONG 9 $ONG # 4ANG 3 9ANG +UNMING )NST 0RECIOUS -ETALS 




WERE  INVESTIGATED  "Y  MEANS  OF  SEEDINGMEDIATED  GROWTH 
APPROACH  MONODISPERSED  SPHERICAL  GOLD  NANOPARTICLES 
WITH AN AVERAGE DIAMETER FROM  NM TO  NM AND WITH 
A  NARROW  SIZE  DISTRIBUTION  WERE  OBTAINED  BY  VARYING  THE 
RATIO OF !U/	  SEED  TO !U)))	  ION UNDER  SUITABLE  CONDITIONS 
"ASED  ON  THE  CHARACTERIZATION  BY  566IS  ADSORPTION 












PIPE ACCORDING  TO A  LEVEL OF A PLATING SOLUTION CONTAINED  IN 
A  CONTAINER  IS  PROVIDED  !N  EQUIPMENT  FOR  RECOVERING  GOLD 
COMPRISES  A  CONTAINER HAVING A ½RST PIPE CONNECTED  TO AN 



















'AMMA+ETO  SUL½DE  CONCS  WERE  PREPARED  BY 
ALKYLTHIOMETHYLATION  OF  PROPANONE  BUTANONE  AND 
ACETOPHENONE WITH TECHGRADE TERTDODECYL MERCAPTAN AND 
OTHER  SULFURCONTG  SUBSTANCES  AND  THEIR  EXTRACTIVE  POWER 
WITH  RESPECT  TO PALLADIUM))	  AND GOLD)))	  FROM HYDROCHLORIC 
ACID  SOLUTIONS  CHLOROFORM  AS  DILUENT	  WAS  STUDIED  !  . 
+ALIMGULOVA - ! 0ARFENOVA ! $ 5LENDEEVA . + ,YAPINA 2 
! +HISAMUTDINOV 9 ) -URINOV )NSTITUTE OF /RGANIC #HEMISTRY 
5FA  3CIENTI½C  #ENTER  2USSIAN  !CADEMY  OF  3CIENCES  5FA 




4HIOSULFATE  IS  A  METASTABLE  ANION  THAT  TENDS  TO  READILY 
UNDERGO  CHEM  DECOMPOSITION  IN  AQUEOUS  SOLUTIONS  $ 
&ENG  *  3  *  VAN  $EVENTER  $EPARTMENT  OF  #HEMICAL  AND 
"IOMOLECULAR  %NGINEERING  4HE  5NIVERSITY  OF  -ELBOURNE 
0ARKVILLE    !USTRALIA -INERALS  %NGINEERING   	 
 4HE PRESENCE OF  TETRATHIONATE  TRITHIONATE  AND  SUL½DE 
IS  UNAVOIDABLE  IN  THE  AMMONIACAL  THIOSULFATE  SYSTEM  AS 
THEY  ARE  PRODUCTS  OF  THIOSULFATE  DECOMPOSITION  4HIOSULFATE 
DECOMPOSITION  IS  OF  GREAT  IMPORTANCE  IN  THE  THIOSULFATE 
LEACHING  OF  GOLD  4HE  EFFECT  OF  THREE  TYPICAL  SULFUR  SPECIES 
TETRATHIONATE TRITHIONATE AND SUL½DE ON THIOSULFATE LEACHING 
HAS  BEEN  INVESTIGATED  IN  BOTH  PURE  GOLD  AND  ORE  SYSTEMS 







GOLD  LEACHING  4ETRATHIONATE  TRITHIONATE  AND  SUL½DE WOULD 
CONVERT  TO  THIOSULFATE  WITH  SOME  ELEMENTAL  SULFUR  BEING 
FORMED  VIA  OXIDATION  OR  REDUCTION  ROUTES  4HE  PRESENCE  OF 
THE  SULFUR  SPECIES  SHIFTED  THE  THIOSULFATE  DECOMPOSITION 
REACTIONS  AND  HENCE  STABILIZED  THIOSULFATE  2AMAN  SPECTRA 
DEMONSTRATED THAT THE GOLD SURFACES WERE READILY PASSIVATED 







3  #  "OUFFARD  $  '  $IXON  "ARRICK  4ECHNOLOGY  #ENTRE 
6ANCOUVER "# 6! # #AN(YDROMETALLURGY  
	    3EVERAL  SIZE  FRACTIONS  OF  A  GOLD  OXIDE  ORE  FROM  A 
.EVADA HEAP  LEACHING OPERATION WERE  LEACHED  INDIVIDUALLY 
IN  A  WELL  MIXED  SOLUTION  OF  CONST  P(      OR  	 








PREDICTS  THE  CONVERSION  8  AS  A  FUNCTION  OF  TIME  CYANIDE 
CONCENTRATION AND TEMPERATURE !CCORDING TO THE DATA AND 
THE MODEL INCREASING TEMPS AND INCREASING CYANIDE CONCNS 
WERE  FOUND  TO  INCREASE  THE  LEACHING  KINETICS  ,EACHING  OF 
LARGER PARTICLES WAS MUCH SLOWER  THAN   MM  MESH	 
½NES REQUIRING AS MANY AS  DAYS TO REACH NEAR COMPLETE 





THE  COARSE  PARTICLES  THE  ADVANCE  OF  CYANIDE  AND  OXYGEN 








MODEL  THAT  WE  HAVE  DEVELOPED  FOR  COARSE  ORE  LEACHING  IN 
WELL MIXED  ENVIRONMENTS  COULD  ALSO  PREDICT  ACCURATELY  THE 
GOLD  EXTRACTION  IN  LARGE  COLUMNS  4HIS  EVIDENCE  ATTESTS  TO 
THE  SLOWNESS  OF  THE  DISSOLUTION  OF  GOLD  IN  COARSE  PARTICLES 







HUNDRED  MUM  TO  SOME  CM	  IF MELTING  RUBY  COLORED GLASS 
'OLD "ULLETIN    
ON  GLASSFURNACE  LININGS  IS  STUDIED  BEING  THE  RESULT  OF  A 
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